Most People...
True
11

would rather have money than for people to like them

12

have a really warm and friendly feeling toward other people

13

like working for someone who insists that they follow directions

14

find it is hard to get rid of or to say "no" to a nice salesperson

15

tell people when they bother them

16

have found it is hard to break bad habits

17

speak right up when they believe others are wrong

18

make up their minds quickly

19

are shy around important people

20

want to be early for meetings or dates

False

Most People...
True
31

always finish the things they start

32

avoid trouble by blaming someone else for their own mistakes

33

like to make wild bets on games or races

34

talk a great deal, even around strangers

35

feel tired in their minds some days and find it hard to think

36

keep things straight and orderly and do them the way they should be done

37

like to work fast

38

like to try to work hard problems

39

sometimes worry themselves sick

40

like to keep other people guessing

False

Most People...
True
51

will lie a little if necessary to get ahead in the world

52

laugh out loud easily

53

find it hard to talk to strangers

54

have come close to slapping or hitting another adult

55

really want to do one job right before they start another one

56

have trouble keeping their minds on what they are doing

57

do not want someone else to get the attention they deserve

58

love to talk at parties or in groups of people

59

do everything the way it should be done

60

have trouble relaxing

False

Most People...
True
71 plan their time for a week or longer and then stick to their plan
72 have felt sad without knowing why
73 tell other people the truth when they are trying to sell or buy something
74 get nervous about introducing people in groups
75 stand or sit quietly at most parties
76 find it hard to make up their minds about things
77 can laugh at themselves when they do something silly
78 find it easy to make a party more fun
79 can handle their feelings when they get upset or sad
80 sometimes feel irritable for days at a time

False

Most People...
True
91

have trouble sitting still

92

often feel sad and unhappy

93

like things to stay the same

94

have been told that they get angry too easily

95

have been bothered by thoughts of wanting to escape it all

96

feel it is all right for employees to take little things when they need them

97

usually praise others

98

want to win games very much

99

wish they could get people to notice and think more of them

100

keep their word even when it hurts

False

Most People...
True
111

have to stay busy all the time

112

can get along easily with about 6 hours or less sleep each night

113

think much more slowly on some days than on others

114

feel very depressed some days

115

are very interested in almost everything they do

116

like to sleep before they make decisions about something new or different

117

have their feelings hurt easily when they are blamed for something

118

are very restless

119

think everything through carefully one thing at a time

120

get very excited about what they do

False

Part 2: How do
you see yourself?
On the following pages are 125 statements about YOURSELF. Read
each statement carefully. Please answer every statement, even when
you are unsure.

•
•

If you feel a statement is TRUE or MOSTLY
TRUE, click True.
If you feel a statement is FALSE or MOSTLY
FALSE, click False.

When you have answered each statement on the page, click the
"Continue" button to proceed.

True

False

11

I want to be early for meetings or dates

12

I am easily made to feel ashamed of myself

13

I avoid trouble by blaming someone else for my own mistakes

14

I like to try to work hard problems

15

I seldom have ready answers

16

I have lots of energy most of the time

17

I tell people when they bother me

18

I find it is harder to be accurate than to be fast

19

I have felt sad and no good at all

20

I like to make wild bets on games or races

True
31 I speak right up when I believe others are wrong
32 I am easily excited
33 I like work where I can move around
34 I feel tired in my mind some days and find it hard to think
35 I am afraid or have been afraid of "growing up"
36 I fool other people to get what I want
37 I have a really warm and friendly feeling toward other people
38 I make up my mind quickly
39 I am easy to get to know
40 I do what I want to do no matter what others think

False

True
51

I feel nervous when I cannot finish something I have started

52

I have trouble keeping my mind on what I am doing

53

I make promises I don't mean to keep

54

I believe that I help friends when I tell them their faults

55

I get nervous about introducing people in groups

56

I sometimes feel irritable days at a time

57

I put things off until the last minute

58

I will lie a little if necessary to get ahead in the world

59

I do not want someone else to get the attention I deserve

60

I enjoy teasing or "picking at" friends

False

